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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

Hundreds of patents show SARS-CoV-2 is a manmade virus that has been tinkered with for decades.

Much of the research was funded by the National Institutes of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID)

under the direction of Dr. Anthony Fauci, and may have been an outgrowth of attempts to develop an

HIV vaccine

In 1999, Fauci funded research at University of North Carolina Chapel Hill to create “an infectious

replication-defective coronavirus” speci�cally targeted for human lung epithelium. This appears to be

the virus that became known as SARS-CoV

U.S. Patent 7279327 shows we knew the ACE receptor, the ACE2 binding domain, the S-1 spike

protein, and other elements of SARS-CoV-2 were engineered and could be synthetically modi�ed using

gene sequencing technologies

The CDC holds patents to a SARS coronavirus that is 89% to 99% identical to the sequence identi�ed

as SARS-CoV-2, as well as the PCR test to diagnose it

120 patents detail supposed “unique” features of SARS-CoV-2: the polybasic cleavage site, the spike

protein and the ACE2 binding, proving it’s not a novel virus at all
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In the video above, David E. Martin, Ph.D., introduces shocking evidence that SARS-CoV-2 is

indeed a manmade bioweapon, and has been in the works for decades. Much of this research

was funded by none other than the National Institutes of Allergy and Infectious Diseases

(NIAID) under the direction of Dr. Anthony Fauci.

Pandemic virus industrial complex indeed! You do not want to miss this bombshell interview,

conducted by Reiner Fuellmich,  founding member of the German Corona Extra-Parliamentary

Inquiry Committee  (Außerparlamentarischer Corona Untersuchungsausschuss or ACU ). A

transcript  is available if you prefer to read it.

SARS-CoV-2 Is Not a Novel Coronavirus at All

Martin has been in the business of tracking patent applications and approvals since 1998. His

company, M-Cam International Innovation Risk Management, is the world’s largest underwriter

of intangible assets used in �nance in 168 countries. M-Cam has also monitored biological

and chemical weapons treaty violations on behalf of the U.S. government, following the

anthrax scare in September 2001.

According to Martin, there are more than 4,000 patents relating to the SARS coronavirus. His

company has also done a comprehensive review of the �nancing of research involving the

manipulation of coronaviruses that gave rise to SARS as a subclade of the beta coronavirus

family.

In his testimony to ACU, he reviews some of the most pertinent patents, showing SARS-CoV-2

is not a novel coronavirus at all but, rather, a manmade virus that has been in the works for

decades.

And what we found … are over 120 patented pieces of evidence, to suggest that the declaration of a ‘novel

coronavirus’ was actually entirely a fallacy. There was no novel coronavirus … it’s not been novel for over

two decades. ~ David Martin, Ph.D.

A comprehensive list of 120 patents relating to SARS-CoV-2-associated features can be

found here.  The features patented are referenced in two key scienti�c papers, “A Novel Bat

Coronavirus Reveals Natural Insertions at the S1/S2 2 Cleavage Site of the Spike Protein and a

Possible Recombinant 3 Origin of HCoV-19,” and “The Proximal Origin of SARS-CoV-2.”
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“We took the reported gene sequence, which was reportedly isolated as a novel

virus, indicated as such by the ICTV, the International Committee on Taxonomy of

Viruses of the World Health Organization. We took the actual genetic sequences

that were reportedly novel and reviewed those against the patent records that were

available as of the spring of 2020.

And what we found, as you’ll see in this report, are over 120 patented pieces of

evidence, to suggest that the declaration of a ‘novel coronavirus’ was actually

entirely a fallacy.

There was no novel coronavirus. There are countless, very subtle modi�cations of

coronavirus sequences that have been uploaded, but there was no single identi�ed

‘novel coronavirus’ at all.

As a matter of fact, we found records in the patent records, of sequences attributed

to novelty, going to patents that were sought as early as 1999. So not only was this

not a novel anything … it’s not been novel for over two decades.”

Spike Protein Vaccine for Coronavirus Patented 22 Years Ago

Up until 1999, coronavirus patents were all in the veterinary sciences. The �rst coronavirus

vaccine to use the S spike protein was patented by P�zer in January 2000 (Patent No.

6372224). It was a spike protein virus vaccine for canine coronavirus. You can look up the

actual patents for yourself on the United States Patent and Trademark O�ce’s website,  if you

like.

“Ralph Baric’s work on … rabbit cardiomyopathy … and then canine coronavirus in

P�zer’s work, to identify how to develop S spike protein vaccine target candidates,

[give] rise to the obvious evidence that …

… neither the coronavirus concept of a vaccine, nor the principle of the coronavirus

itself, as a pathogen of interest with respect to the spike proteins behavior, is
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According to Martin, Fauci and the NIAID “found the malleability of coronavirus to be a

potential candidate for HIV vaccines,” and in 1999, Fauci funded research at University of

North Carolina Chapel Hill (where Baric has a lab) to create “an infectious replication-defective

coronavirus” speci�cally targeted for human lung epithelium.

The patent for that replication-defective coronavirus that attacks human lung cells was �led

April 19, 2002 (Patent No. 7279327). “In other words, we made SARS,” Martin says. Or perhaps

more accurately, Fauci and UNC did. Several months after that patent �ling, the SARS outbreak

in Asia occurred.

“That patent, issued as U.S. Patent 7279327 … clearly lays out in very speci�c gene

sequencing, the fact that we knew that the ACE receptor, the ACE2 binding domain,

the S-1 spike protein, and other elements of what we have come to know as this

scourge pathogen, was not only engineered, but could be synthetically modi�ed in

the laboratory using nothing more than gene sequencing technologies.

Taking computer code and turning it into a pathogen, or an intermediate of the

pathogen, and that technology was funded exclusively, in the early days, as a means

by which we could harness coronavirus as a vector to distribute HIV vaccine.”

Coronavirus — A Biological Weapon Candidate Since 2001?

As mentioned, Martin has monitored biological and chemical treaty violations since 2001,

following the anthrax attacks. Throughout the fall of 2001, an “enormous number” of bacterial

and viral pathogens were patented through the National Institutes of Health, the NIAID, the

U.S. Army Medical Research Institute of Infectious Diseases (USAMRIID) and their

international collaborators.

“Our concern was that coronavirus was being seen as not only a potential manipulatable

agent for potential use as a vaccine vector, but it was also very clearly being considered as a

biological weapon candidate,” Martin says.

Before the SARS outbreak in China, Martin reported these concerns publicly. “So, you can
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In April 2003, after the SARS outbreak in China had occurred, the U.S. Centers for Disease

Control and Prevention tried to �le a patent for the entire gene sequence for the SARS

coronavirus (Patent No. 7220852). This is a violation of 35 U.S. Code Section 101, which

states you cannot patent a naturally-occurring substance.

That CDC patent also had several derivative patents associated with it, including U.S. patent

46592703P and U.S. patent 7776521. These two patents cover the gene sequence of SARS

coronavirus and the means for detecting it using RT PCR testing.

Together, these patents are highly problematic, because if you own both, then “you have a

cunning advantage to being able to control 100% of the provenance of not only the virus itself,

but also its detection, meaning you have entire scienti�c and message control,” Martin

explains.

The CDC tried to justify the patent by saying they were being sought in order to ensure that

everyone would be free to research coronaviruses. However, that is a lie, Martin says. The U.S.

patent o�ce rejected the patent on the gene sequence as unpatentable because it was 99.9%

identical to a coronavirus that was already in the public domain.

The CDC paid an appeal �ne in 2006 and again in 2007. They also paid an additional fee to

keep the application private. In the end, the CDC overrode the patent examiner’s rejection and

secured the patent in 2007.

“Last time I checked, if you’re trying to make information available for the public research, you

would not pay a fee to keep the information private,” Martin says. According to Martin, the

gene sequence �led by the CDC in 2003, 2005 and 2006 is 89% to 99% identical to the

sequence identi�ed as SARS-CoV-2.

Sequoia Pharmaceuticals

April 28, 2003 — three days after the CDC �led its patent for the SARS coronavirus — Sequoia

Pharmaceuticals �led a patent on an antiviral agent for the treatment and control of infectious

coronavirus (Patent No. 7151163). So, the CDC �les a patent on SARS coronavirus, and three

days later there’s a treatment?
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But there’s yet another problem with Sequoia’s 2003 �ling for an antiviral agent. It was actually

issued and published before the CDC patent on SARS coronavirus had been granted, which

didn’t happen until 2007, and the CDC had paid to keep the application private.

“So, the degree to which the information could have been known by any means

other than insider information between those parties is zero,” Martin says. “It is not

physically possible for you to patent a thing that treats a thing that had not been

published, because CDC had paid to keep it secret.

This, my friends, is the de�nition of criminal conspiracy, racketeering and collusion.

This is not a theory, this is evidence. You cannot have information in the future, and

form a treatment for a thing that did not exist. It is a RICO case …

And the RICO pattern, which was established in April of 2003 for the �rst

coronavirus, was played out to exactly the same schedule when we see SARS COV-2

show up, when we have Moderna getting the spike protein sequence by phone from

the vaccine research center at NIAID, prior to the de�nition of the novel subclade.

How do you treat a thing, before you actually have the thing?”

Sano� Holds Patents to Novel Feature of SARS-CoV-2

The next bombshell revelation occurred on June 5, 2008, when Ablynx, now a part of Sano�,

�led a series of patents detailing what we’ve been told are novel features of SARS-CoV-2,

namely the polybasic cleavage site, the spike protein and the ACE2 receptor binding domain.

The �rst of those patents, U.S. Patent No. 9193780, was issued November 24, 2015.

Between 2016 and 2019, a series of patents were issued to Ablynx and Sano� covering the

RNA strands and the subcomponents of the gene strands.

Between 2008 and 2017, a series of patents were also �led by a long list of players, including

Crucell, Rubeus Therapeutics, Children’s Medical Corporation, Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität

in München, Protein Science Corporation, Dana-Farber Cancer Institute, University of Iowa,

University of Hong Kong and the Chinese National Human Genome Center in Shanghai.
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This paper has routinely been used to identify the so-called novel coronavirus that is SARS-

CoV-2. Yet there are 73 patents, issued between 2008 and 2019, that describe the very

elements that are said to be unique to SARS-CoV-2. Patents have been �led for SARS-CoV-2’s

polybasic cleavage site, the ACE2 receptor binding domain, and the spike protein.

“So, there was no ‘outbreak’ of SARS, because we had engineered all of the elements of that,”

Martin says. And by 2016, when Baric published a paper warning that SARS coronavirus was

“poised for human emergence,” the virus in question had already been patented for

commercial exploitation 73 times!

The Pandemic Virus Industrial Complex Is Swimming in Pro�t

Baric is one of the few people who has pro�ted signi�cantly from this pandemic, which he

appears to have been part of creating. Another is Fauci. The same drug companies that hold

patents on not-so-novel SARS-CoV-2 features are also raking in pro�ts from their COVID shots.

In 2015, Dr. Peter Daszak, head of the EcoHealth Alliance that funneled research dollars from

the NIAID to the Wuhan Institute of Virology for coronavirus research, who has promoted the

o�cial narrative that SARS-CoV-2 has a natural origin, stated:

“We need to increase public understanding of the need for medical

countermeasures such as a pan-coronavirus vaccine. A key driver is the media and

the economics will follow the hype. We need to use that hype to our advantage, to

get to the real issues. Investors will respond if they see pro�t at the end of the

process.”

Sounds an awful lot like what we’re facing right now, doesn’t it? At the end of the day, this

pandemic has primarily been about pro�t and the shifting of wealth, from the lower- and

middle-classes to the already ultra-wealthy. This is a war on the public, waged using biological

weapons and information warfare, with the ultimate goal of “resetting” life and commerce as

we know it.

Intentional Weaponization of Spike Protein

Martin says:
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[There are] 73 patents on everything clinically novel — 73, all issued before 2019.

And I’m going to give you the biggest bombshell of all to prove that this was actually

not a release of anything, because Patent No. 7279327, the patent on the

recombinant nature of that ‘lung-targeting’ coronavirus, was transferred

mysteriously from the University of North Carolina Chapel Hill to the National

Institutes of Health in 2018.

Now, here’s the problem with that. Under the Bayh-Dole Act, the U.S. government

already has what’s called a march-in right provision. That means if the U.S.

government has paid for research, they are entitled to bene�t from that research at

their demand or at their whim.

So, explain why, in 2017 and 2018, suddenly the National Institutes of Health have to

take ownership of the patent that they already had rights to, held by the University of

North Carolina Chapel Hill. And how did they need to �le a Certi�cate of Correction

to make sure that it was legally enforceable, because there was a typographical

error in the grant reference in the �rst �ling?

They needed to make sure that not only did they get it right, but they needed to

make sure every typographical error that was contained in the patent was correct on

THE SINGLE PATENT REQUIRED, to develop the Vaccine Research Institute’s

mandate, which was shared between the University of North Carolina Chapel Hill

and Moderna in November of 2019, when UNC Chapel Hill, NIAID and Moderna

began the sequencing of a spike protein vaccine — a month before an outbreak ever

happened.”

‘New Normal’ Coined by Merck at 2004 Bioterrorism Conference

The more we learn, the grimmer it gets. Clearly, plans for our current-day predicament were

laid well over a decade ago. According to Martin, the slogan “The New Normal” was coined by

Merck during a January 6, 2004, conference called “SARS and Bioterrorism, Emerging

Infectious Diseases, Antimicrobial Therapeutics, and Immune Modulators.”
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Incidentally, Fauci is on the board of directors of the Global Preparedness Monitoring Board,

as is Dr. Chris Elias, president of the Global Development Program at the Bill & Melinda Gates

Foundation, and George Fu Gao, Ph.D., director-general of the Chinese CDC and a Chinese

communist party member.

It’s a long interview, but it does not disappoint. I urge you to take the time to listen to it, as

Martin really lays out the timeline of when and how this pandemic virus came to be. He’s also

published a 205-page paper  detailing Fauci’s involvement that you can download from

archive.org.

It now seems clearer than ever that everything we’re experiencing was planned and executed

with a pro�t motive in mind. Armed with this new knowledge, I urge you once again to reclaim

your life, your freedom and independence, and resist this manufactured notion of a “new

normal.” A new normal will surely be established if we persist, but it will be the converse of

what the pandemic virus industrial complex is hoping for.

We will resurrect medicine and science from the induced coma these �elds are currently in,

and usher in a new era of medical freedom, personal liberty, responsible and transparent

government, �scal stability and health care that actually promotes health rather than slow

death. It may take a while, but together, we can do it. To get there, keep sharing information

such as that provided by Martin in this mind-blowing interview in any way you can. In the end,

truth will prevail. Believe it.
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Author: Dr Joseph Mercola

Dr. Joseph Mercola is the founder of Mercola.com. An osteopathic physician,

best-selling author and recipient of multiple awards in the �eld of natural

health, his primary vision is to change the modern health paradigm by providing people

with a valuable resource to help them take control of their health.
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mmw on Prophetic dream shows upcoming

Bitcoin prices

The second drop could still be in future, and the

recovery of the �rst bottom is happening right now,

and it may be topping around 49.5k. The bottom of

the second drop may be 37k-39k, then It will ri…

Tyler Tarrillo on Prophetic dream shows upcoming

Bitcoin prices

When you saw 3.5 cents etn was it separate from

btc 50100? Or these were in different sections. Is

there correlation between them? God bless

James Bailey on Prophetic dream shows

upcoming Bitcoin prices

Following up on my previous comments, in a dream
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Chris R on 18 months now of trying to blow the

whistle to warn people about what was coming in

Australia.

This may be coming to the USA. But Jesus is

coming back! Maranatha!

James Bailey on Prophetic dream shows

upcoming Bitcoin prices

I have not personally seen those moves for ETN so

I'm relying on what Christopher Harris saw. He saw

3.4 cents but separately saw a sequence showing a

drop from 3.3 to 1.59 cents. I think he also saw…

Heather Sharpe on Prophetic dream shows

upcoming Bitcoin prices

James, please forgive me for asking. I've been

trying to catch up on these notes and everyone has

a cold at my house and there is a lot of crying and

chaos going on with the kiddos!! Do you believe

ET…

JohnF on Prophetic dream 12 years ago warned of

lethal vaccinations mandated by our government

and administered by soldiers

According to His Word - Most of Christendom is in

the 'Cold' or 'Lukewarm' Category - Few Are Hot.

The 'Trump Crowd' is in the 'Lukewarm' Category -

Complete Rebellion & Disobedience to His Word -…

James Bailey on Prophetic dream shows

upcoming Bitcoin prices

Today I saw a chart showing the yellow line MA

(latest 3 periods) and it was dropping at about a 45

degree angle for a pretty long way. Then it turned

up steep for a short distance, so it did not retu…

Emma M on 18 months now of trying to blow the

whistle to warn people about what was coming in

Australia.

Thanks heaps Leonie! Amen! I pray your last shift is

a blessed one & God surprises you too! Well done!
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government and administered by soldiers

-- This May Help: With All the Job Vax Work

Coercion -- Being Coerced into the Jab? This

Applies to Any Occupation / Work Place  regardless

of who you are /or Workplace, in most countries.

O…

Leonie on 18 months now of trying to blow the

whistle to warn people about what was coming in

Australia.

Hi Emma, God has His hand on you and He knew

how everything would play out. Rest in the Lord

knowing that when one door shuts, another opens.

I work my last shift at work tomorrow as I won't be

taking…

Emma M on 18 months now of trying to blow the

whistle to warn people about what was coming in

Australia.

Thank you Sister, Jesus is so good! We all need

each other! Thank you for your kind words, they

have blessed me. It's lovely to know that wherever

we are in the world, we are not alone; we can pray

fo…

Emma M on 18 months now of trying to blow the

whistle to warn people about what was coming in

Australia.

Thank you Karen, I'm sorry to hear about your sis &

that must have been hard leaving your Church, well

done to you all in taking a stand. It does feel like

'yellow stars' for sure. I pray we all f…
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uplifts me and strengthens me to read about others

obeying Jesus and standing �rm on His word. As

your…

JasonV on 12,123+ Deaths & 1,044,915 Injuries

From EU, U.S., UK & Canada Adverse Effects

Databases, Doctors Agree that COVID-19

Injections are Bioweapons and Discuss What to do

About It & Hundreds of Deaths From “Vaccines” in

Constantly Updated File

You can buy horse ivermectin on amazon without

perscription. I've taken it myself without signi�cant

issues and so have many others on facebook

health groups (ie Lyme [but still for parasites]). I

be…

Karen K on 18 months now of trying to blow the

whistle to warn people about what was coming in

Australia.

May God Bless you Emma, you said that so well. I

haven't had to leave work but my sister is now in

that situation as a RN in NSW. A few weeks ago we

decided that we needed to leave our church as we

we…

Emma M on 18 months now of trying to blow the

whistle to warn people about what was coming in

Australia.

Hi Pat, you're right that Church leadership needs to

do more to resist the onslaught against us but I

don't believe more segregation is the answer. Many

of the vaxxed need & are going to need pray…

Prophetic Nurse on “There will be many martyrs for

the faith. Be prepared, you could be one!”

Hi Julia, Thank you for such an amazing written

word. I love to study and read about this though it is

not often discussed in this church age. I am north

of Dallas. Welcome to Texas!

Emma M on 18 months now of trying to blow the
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lately!) I have peace abo

it's a multi- layered thing that God has H…

JohnF on Prophetic dream 12 years ago warned of

lethal vaccinations mandated by our government

and administered by soldiers

Trump, A Fake Christian, Certainly Fooled Most of

Christendom.!!!!! The Vile Billionaire Playboy Trump

Came to the Rescue (MAGA) on His 'White Horse' &

Was 'Toxic' to the Whole World.!!! And I loo…

James Bailey on Prophetic dream shows

upcoming Bitcoin prices

My current thinking is there's more downside

before the move up to $49,500 or higher. For more

details please see the other comment I posted

today.

James Bailey on U.S. Government Planning Mass

Murder of Americans

Great to hear from you Fat B. I hope you're not too

troubled. In my 2014 dream, the woman told me

she was departing and then returning in 6 or 7

days. So I think the 6 or 7 year countdown begins

when…

Undisclosed on Prophetic dream shows upcoming

Bitcoin prices

what does that equate to BTC wise?

James Bailey on Prophetic dream shows

upcoming Bitcoin prices

Thanks Hannah. The general rule is everything

shown is future unless identi�ed as historical. In

this case I was not given any indication that any of

it was historical so I'm expecting two drops but…

James Bailey on Prophetic dream shows

upcoming Bitcoin prices

I think there's more downside for BTC with BTC3L

eventually dropping to $.49 but not sure about what

path it takes to get there.
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Tinylight on 18 months now of trying to blow the

whistle to warn people about what was coming in

Australia.

Nothing like a hostile workplace....neighbor, family

member, fellow barely believer....and so on. Love

not our lives, even unto death, it’s coming.

James Bailey on Prophetic dream shows

upcoming Bitcoin prices

I think the ful�llment of the chart I saw yesterday

has started. In the past few minutes, the price

brie�y spiked back up to $46,910, which was above

yesterday’s top at about $46,465, but the chart…

Anne Chivers on 18 months now of trying to blow

the whistle to warn people about what was coming

in Australia.

Great comment Emma M. Dont know if you would

be interested in this link? .this is one part of

information that a friend sent to me over the

weekend. I did not know about this until I read the

informat…

Anne Chivers on Prophetic dream 12 years ago

warned of lethal vaccinations mandated by our

government and administered by soldiers

Wonderful post to read and'' PRAISE THE LORD'"

thru the Power of The Holy Spirit that this prophetic

dream & gift thru the Holy Spirit was delivered to

this servant of the Lord all the way back to…

Waully on Prophetic dream 12 years ago warned of

lethal vaccinations mandated by our government

and administered by soldiers

Agreed, but given that our adversary is quite

predictable and carries around his same old sorry

bag of tricks throughout history, we can't preclude

the idea that another far worse Round X is coming

in…

Waully on Will Fauci Be Held Accountable for Lying
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more dangerous 'clot-sh

developed to…

Waully on Let’s bombard our local MPs and push

to see the Church deemed essential.

Another encouragement from overseas; I've been

corresponding with a pastor in Africa over the past

two years. I've never been to visit him, although I

would like to. From about mid-June to end of July…

Christopher Harris on Prophetic dream shows

upcoming Bitcoin prices

Hi Z3 I had some dreams this morning I want to

share. I saw ETN at 3 cents and the scene changed

and it had dropped back to 1.1 cents. I saw BTC

$30,870. I saw around mid 3.5 cents ETN. I saw

$50,100…

Fat B on U.S. Government Planning Mass Murder

of Americans

James, it's your troubled Fat B here! With what is

going on now with this presidential hijacking and

mandatory bioweapon injections, are you still

planning on staying in the U.S? Or do you still

think…

Antonio on Salvadorans reject the adoption of

Bitcoin as national currency

wish my government would give me free btc. really

protest against btc. shaking my head on that one

anonymous on Prophetic dream 12 years ago

warned of lethal vaccinations mandated by our

government and administered by soldiers

such an insightful interpretaton only god could be

in it

Hoyoung on Prophetic dream shows upcoming

Bitcoin prices

if BTC drops little below than 45k now, it might be

the third big wave up starting right? Thanks for

clari�cation.
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& so many are like the fr

gotta get out of the pot! We gotta �nd other 'on �re'

Christians to talk to & edify eac…

James Bailey on Prophetic dream shows

upcoming Bitcoin prices

The way I understand it, the third chart showed the

same two drops that appeared on the previous

chart because they looked the same with the

bottom a little lower on the second one. After the

second d…

Patrick on 18 months now of trying to blow the

whistle to warn people about what was coming in

Australia.

"Will you only let those who are vaccinated into your

Churches?" When the vaxxed are shedding spike

protein, which causes all kinds of harms - do the

church leaders have ENOUGH Anointing to protect

th…

Anne Chivers on 12,123+ Deaths & 1,044,915

Injuries From EU, U.S., UK & Canada Adverse

Effects Databases, Doctors Agree that COVID-19

Injections are Bioweapons and Discuss What to do

About It & Hundreds of Deaths From “Vaccines” in

Constantly Updated File

Just to add a friend sent a link : HOW TO FIGHT

THE INVERMECTIN BAN it was on a MP. George

Christiansen site.LNP -Federal member for Dawson

in the North of Australia. it said This Monday

13/Sept.2021…

Hoyoung on Prophetic dream shows upcoming

Bitcoin prices

Hi James, so are you meaning that the third chart

also had a drop and went up much higher?

James Bailey on Inventor of mRNA Interviewed

About Injection Dangers

Thanks for investigating and asking about this Rick

but Dr Weinstein is not associated with Z3 News so
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once it hits $0.03 and drop? I know nothing is

o�cial but just a sense that maybe etn will follow

the moves.

James Bailey on Prophetic dream 12 years ago

warned of lethal vaccinations mandated by our

government and administered by soldiers

Thanks for sharing this Jay. It's a very interesting

�nding and interpretation of this passage: 7 The

shape of the locusts was like horses prepared for

battle. On their heads were crowns of something…

Hannah on Prophetic dream shows upcoming

Bitcoin prices

Hi James  I understand how much you feel

responsibility regarding your posting. I pray for you

so that you are not getting exhausted.  The most

important thing is to identify those 2 dips ar…

Anne Chivers on 12,123+ Deaths & 1,044,915

Injuries From EU, U.S., UK & Canada Adverse

Effects Databases, Doctors Agree that COVID-19

Injections are Bioweapons and Discuss What to do

About It & Hundreds of Deaths From “Vaccines” in

Constantly Updated File

For those who may be interested I found this video

re IVERMECTIN. 31.August 2021.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g4K-Pmnj7NM

How to Buy REAL INVERMECTIN-(Not the horse

stuff. ) just over 8 mins viewi…

Ken L on Prophetic dream 12 years ago warned of

lethal vaccinations mandated by our government

and administered by soldiers

Now I am interested in �nding and reading this

book. Thanks for sharing.

Frank on How to Believe in a Pre-Trib Rapture

Amazing and thanks Matthew for posting these

quotes capturing the historical church position on

the second coming of our Lord. I have been seeking
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